In this paper, we are concerned with nonlinear elliptic equations of the p(x)-Laplace type operators
Introduction
In the present paper, we are concerned with multiplicity of weak solutions of nonlinear Neumann boundary problems involving p(x)-Laplace type
where ⊂ R N is a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary ∂ , The study of differential equations and variational problems involving p(x)-growth condition have been a strong rise of interest in recent years, since there are many physical phenomena which can be modeled by such kind of equations, for instance, elastic mechanics, electro-rheological fluid dynamics, image processing, etc. We refer the reader to [, , , -] and the references therein.
Since the pioneer work of Ricceri [, ] , an abstract three critical points theorem has become one of the main tools for finding the multiple solutions to elliptic equations of variational type. Afterward, many results on the existence of at least three weak solutions of nonlinear elliptic equations have been investigated; see [ . In particular, they showed that the problem (N) possessed at least three weak solutions in any closed and bounded interval of the parameters contained in an unbounded open interval of positive real numbers. In the present paper, we establish more precise interval than that of [] , by applying an abstract three critical points theorem introduced by Ricceri [] . Roughly speaking, we determine two intervals of λ's precisely such that the first is where problem (N) admits only the trivial solution, and the second is where problem (N) has at least two nontrivial solutions. To do this, we consider the existence of the positive principal eigenvalue for the p(x)-Laplacian Neumann problems and an estimate of the Sobolev trace embedding's constant based on J.F. Bonder and J.D. Rossi's result [] . This paper is arranged as follows. We first introduce some basic results on the variable exponent Lebesgue-Sobolev spaces and present some properties of the corresponding integral operators. Second, we observe multiple solutions for equations of p(x)-Laplace type with nonlinear Neumann boundary conditions using the abstract three critical points theory introduced by Ricceri [] (see Theorem .). And finally we give the interval much more accurate than the three critical points interval in Theorem . (see Theorem .).
Preliminaries and main results
We first introduce some definitions and basic properties of the variable exponent Lebesgue space L p(·) ( ) and the variable exponent Lebesgue-Sobolev space W ,p(·) ( ). For a more rigorous treatment on these spaces, we refer to [-, , ]. Set
and, for any h ∈ C + ( ), we write
For any p ∈ C + ( ), we introduce the variable exponent Lebesgue space
endowed with the Luxemburg norm,
The variable exponent Sobolev space
equipped with the norm
Throughout the present paper, we assume that a function p : → R is log-Hölder continuous on if there is a constant C  such that
for every x, y ∈ with |x -y| ≤ /. 
we have
for all u ∈ L p(·) ( ). Then:
Lemma . [] Let be an open, bounded set with Lipschitz boundary and let p
then we have a continuous embedding 
for all x ∈ ∂ . Then there exists a compact and continuous embedding X → L r(·) (∂ ).
Now we shall give the proof of the existence of at least three weak solutions for problem (N) by applying an abstract three critical points theorem obtained by Ricceri in [] . To do this, let us introduce the two functions
The following lemma is the main tool of this section. 
and that, for each λ ∈ (χ  (r), χ  (r)), the functional A + λ is coercive. Then, for each com- 
has at least three distinct solutions whose norms are less than R.
To begin with, we assume that a : × R N → R N is a continuous function with the continuous derivative with respect to v of the mapping
Suppose that a and A  satisfy the following assumptions: for 
hold for all x ∈ and v ∈ R N .
Let us define the functional
for any u ∈ X. Under the assumptions (A), (A) and (A), it is easy to check that the functional A is well defined on X, by similar calculations as in [] . And then we can modify the proof of Lemma . in [] to get A ∈ C  (X, R) and its Fréchet derivative is given by
for any ϕ ∈ X where ·, · denotes the pairing of X and its dual X * . In order to deal with our main results, we need the following assumptions for nonlinear terms f and g.
(F) f : × R → R satisfies the Carathéodory condition and there exist two nonnegative functions
for all (x, s) ∈ × R, where γ  ∈ C + ( ) and (γ  ) + < p -. (F) There exist a real number s  , an element x  ∈ R N , and a positive constant r  so small that
(G) g : ∂ × R → R satisfies the Carathéodory condition and there exist two nonnegative functions
Define the functionals , H : X → R by
for any u ∈ X, where dS is the measure on the boundary. Then we obtain , H ∈ C  (X, R) and these Fréchet derivatives are
for any u, v ∈ X, respectively.
Definition . We say that u ∈ X is a weak solution of the problem (N) if
As applications of Lemma ., we give two consequences about the localization of the intervals of λ's for the existence of at least three solutions of problem (N); see Theorems . and .. In particular, the three critical points interval in Theorem . is finer than that of Theorem .. and (F), we know
Theorem . Assume that (A)-(A), (H)-(H), (F)-(F), and (G)-(G)
for all u ∈ X and all λ ∈ R. In fact, for u X large enough and for all λ ∈ R, it follows from Lemmas ., ., . and . that
It is clear that  ≤ u (x) ≤ |s  | for all x ∈ , and so u ∈ X. Moreover, the continuous embedding
for a positive constant C  , where α is either p + or p -and ω N is the volume of B N (, ). Also, by using the assumption (F), we get
Then the crucial number
is well defined. It remains to show that the condition (.) holds. For all u ∈ - ((-∞, )), we get
for all r ∈ ( (u), ). Then we have
for all u ∈ - ((-∞, )). Hence we assert that
Now, we claim that there exists a positive real number K * such that
for almost all x ∈ and for all s ∈ R. First of all, the assumptions (F) and (F) imply that f (x, ) =  for almost all x ∈ . Indeed, if there exists A ⊂ , |A| >  such that |f (x, )| >  for all x ∈ A, then lim s→ 
for almost all x ∈ . Then there exists δ >  such that
almost all x ∈ and for all s ∈ R with |s| < δ. Next, let s be fixed with |s| ≥ δ. Then it follows from (F) that
for almost all x ∈ and for positive constants K  and K  . Hence equation (.) holds, where
By (.), it follows that
for a positive constant C  and for any u ∈ X, where β is either (ξ  ) + or (ξ  ) -. If r <  and v ∈ - (r), then we obtain by (A)
where α is either p + or p -. Since u =  ∈ - ((r, +∞)), by the definition of χ  , we have 
This confirms that, for all integers n ≥n =  + [ˆ ], there exists a negative sequence {r n } converging to  with χ  (r n ) <ˆ + /n < n < χ  (r n ), and thus
Due to Lemma . with = λH, we conclude that for each compact interval [a  , b  ] ⊂ (ˆ , +∞), there exists a number τ >  such that, for each θ ∈ [, τ ], the problem (N) has at least three distinct solutions for every λ ∈ [a  , b  ]. This completes the proof.
In the remainder of this paper, we give much more accurate interval than the three critical points interval in Theorem .. Roughly speaking, we determine the intervals of λ's for which problem (N) admits only the trivial solution and for which problem (N) has at least two nontrivial solutions. To do this, we consider an estimate of the Sobolev trace 
for all u ∈ W ,r ( ). This is known as the Sobolev trace embedding theorem. The best constant for this embedding is the largestc r,r ∂ such that the above inequality holds, that is,
.
From Lemma ., we have the continuous embedding
, by the Hölder inequality, we have |u| ∈ L  (∂ ) and
and so
for each x ∈ ∂ . By using (.) for r = p -and = + , we obtain
with continuous embeddings and that the constants of such embeddings do not exceed | | +  and |∂ | + , respectively, we have
It follows from (.), (.), and (.) that
and so denoting byc the embedding constant of X → L (x) (∂ ), this implies that
Next, we consider the positive principal eigenvalue for the p(x)-Laplacian Neumann problems. From the analogous argument to the proof of Proposition . in [], we deduce the following proposition.
Proposition . Let us consider the eigenvalue problem
Assume that (H)-(H) hold. Denote the quantity 
for every u ∈ X.
Denote the crucial values
Then the same arguments as in [] imply that C f and C g are well defined and positive constants. Furthermore, as mentioned in the proof of Theorem ., we get lim sup s→
uniformly almost everywhere in , where p(x) < ξ  (x). Moreover,
for almost all x ∈ and all |s| ≥  by (F), namely lim s→∞
In the same way, using the assumptions (G) and (G), we can show that C g is positive and constant. Furthermore, the following relations hold:
By applying Lemma ., we can obtain the following assertion which is our main result in this paper. Thus if u is a nontrivial weak solution of problem (N), then necessarily λ ≥ * = (λ * min{, c * }p -)/(C f + λ * |θ |C gcp )p + , as claimed. Next, we show the assertion (ii). From (F), it is clear that the crucial positive number * = χ  () = inf
is well defined. Hence, by the definition of u  and assumption (F), we have * = χ  () = inf
